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27 - 9=  

What is the time now?  

7 x 4=  

561p = £  

What is the place value of 2 in 258  

11 + 7=  

120 minutes =               hours            minutes  

Which is heavier 850g or 3kg?  

800+20+8=  

8+2+5=  

Write the number one hundred and twenty-seven.  

£6.50-25p =  

15,20,25,30 what is the next number in the se-
quence? 

 

What shape is this ?  

On a digital clock the time is 10:05 this is     

         Minutes past  

 

Marco wants to buy a ticket for a train ride, it cost 
£30 each way or a return ticket is £45. How much 
can Marco save if he buys a return ticket? 

 

Lucy wants to make 2 birthday cakes each cake 
needs 3 eggs . How many eggs will she need ? 

 

30 ÷ 10=  

Kim is saving £3.00 pocket money a week. She wants 
to buy a gift for her mum it cost £10. How many 
weeks does she need to save to have enough money? 

 

4x3=  



27 - 9= 18 

What is the time now?  

7 x 4= 28 

561p = £ £5.61 

What is the place value of 2 in 258 200 

11 + 7= 4 

120 minutes =               hours            minutes 2 hours 

Which is heavier 850g or 3kg? 3kg 

800+20+8= 828 

8+2+5=  

Write the number one hundred and twenty-seven. 127 

£6.50-25p = £6.25 

15,20,25,30 what is the next number in the se-
quence? 

35 

What shape is this ? Circle 

On a digital clock the time is 10:05 this is     

         Minutes past  

5 minutes past 

10 

Marco wants to buy a ticket for a train ride, it cost 
£30 each way, or a return ticket is £45. How much 
can Marco save if he buys a return ticket? 

£15.00 

Lucy wants to make 2 birthday cakes each cake 
needs 3 eggs . How many eggs will she need ? 

6 eggs 

30 ÷ 10= 3 

Kim is saving £3.00 pocket money a week. She wants 
to buy a gift for her mum it cost £10. How many 
weeks does she need to save for to have enough 
money? 

4 weeks 

4x3= 12 
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